Name _____________________________

The Independent Clause

 Is the main clause.
 Expresses a complete thought.
 Can stand alone as a sentence.
Example:
 Sandy ate one hotdog, but Dan ate two.
 When Dave arrives, Sue will tell us.

Directions: Underline the independent clause or clauses in each sentence.
1. Although my friend likes to go camping in a tent, I do not enjoy it.
2. I learned this fact the hard way after I agreed to go camping with him one weekend.
3. When we first arrived at the campground, we set up our tent.
4. I knew it was going to be a long night because the tent was too small.
5. We had a good time fishing, and I even caught six fish.
6. After eating all six of my fish, I was stuffed and ready to get some sleep.
7. We both squeezed into the tiny tent.
8. I could not sleep with Harry snoring that close to my head, so I turned the other way.
9. That was not better because now his feet were in my face.
10. I will make sure I have a tent of my own next time.

11. Choose the sentence that has an independent clause underlined.
O If you ask my opinion, I prefer a camper to a tent.
O I don’t like to sleep on the ground because it is cold and hard.
O A camper would be cool in the summer, and it would be warm in the winter.
12. Choose the sentence that does not have an independent clause underlined.
O After sleeping all night with Harry’s feet in my face, I am ready to go home.
O Harry thought it was funny since he wasn’t the one awake all night.
O I might try camping again, but it won’t be with Harry in one tent.
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